
NRSD Emergency Response Task Force Building Security recommendations – November 2016 

 

LOCKING OF ALL DOORS ACCESSING ACADEMIC AREAS: 

The Emergency Response Task Force is in favor of requiring that all doors to academic areas across the 

district be kept locked at all times, whether rooms are occupied or vacant.   

The recommendation references the Sandy Hook Advisory Commission Report that states: 

“RECOMMENDATION NO. 1: The SSIC Report includes a standard requiring classroom and other safe-

haven areas to have doors that can be locked from the inside. The Commission cannot emphasize 

enough the importance of this recommendation. The testimony and other evidence presented to the 

Commission reveals that there has never been an event in which an active shooter breached a locked 

classroom door. Accordingly, the Commission reiterates its recommendation that all classrooms in K-12 

schools should be equipped with locked doors that can be locked from the inside by the teacher or 

substitute”.   

 

COMMUNICATIONS AUDIT:   Two-way radio assessment 

ERTF discussed the need to evaluate the current communications systems in each building re: two-

way/portable radios and radios that can communicate with police during an emergency.  Local law 

enforcement emphasizes the necessity for reliable communications between staff for everyday building 

use and during emergencies, and the need for systems/equipment that allow immediate and consistent 

communication between school administrators and responding local law enforcement officers during an 

emergency.  They recommend the use of Police Radios.  The ERTF supports a plan for a professional 

communications specialist to complete a full communication system audit and analysis of current 

equipment in every district building. 

 

NIGHTLOCK: Classroom Door Barricade/Lockdown Device (http://nightlock.com/classroom-lockdown-2/) 

ERTF recommends installation of the Nightlock barricades in all classroom areas with doors opening to 

hallways.  Law enforcement officers originally recommended consideration of this additional security 

measure.   

Cost: $49.95 per door if ordering more than 100.  District door count = 280 doors, total cost $13,986. 

(Center School = 55 doors/$2747.25, Hale = 25 doors/$1248.75, Emerson = 17 doors/$849.15, FSS = 48 

doors/$2397.60, NRHS = 53 doors/$2647.35, LBMS = 30 doors/$1498.50, MRE = 52 doors/$2597.40) 

Installation: Recommend the low profile floor plate (1/8 inch).  Facilities (or volunteers?) would install 

(need to consider time required as well as additional materials, i.e. drill bits for masonry). 

http://nightlock.com/classroom-lockdown-2/


 Each building receives a tool that can release the system/open the door from the outside.   

 

RAPTOR TECHNOLOGIES:  Visitor Management System (www.raptortech.com/) 

System works with web browser and 2 USB connections – one scanner and one printer (DYMO printer - 

$139 each or can use existing printers if correct model available in district).    

1) Visitor Module:  Checks scanned drivers’ licenses against national sex offender registry.  District can 

set up internal alerts in system for parents w/ restraining orders, etc.  Produces adhesive ID badge with 

information, photo and destination for visitor to wear.  Logs visitor sign in and sign out – list can be 

printed, remotely if necessary. 

2)  Student Module:  Used for Tardy and Early Dismissal management.  Will print out tardy slip for 

student to take to class, logs into PowerSchool the arrival time and reason.  Early Dismissal:  Logs person 

picking up and can alert staff if restrictions exist for each student.  Cost to interface with PS = 20 cents 

per student per year.  Information sent to Data Center in Texas, with multiple cloud-based back-up 

systems.  License numbers are encrypted. 

3)  Faculty Module:  Available if district wants to track staff, substitute teachers 

4) Volunteer Module:  Similar to Visitor Module 

Training for staff via webinar included in set-up costs.   Ongoing webinars available weekly for new staff.   

Pricing:  Please see quote from Raptor Technologies. 
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